FORGETTING FUNCTIONALITY
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In *Star Athletica, LLC v. Varsity Brands, Inc.*, the U.S. Supreme Court had an opportunity to clarify copyright law’s treatment of product designs that incorporate functionality. Its opinion failed to do so in a host of different ways. In this Essay, we address just one of the opinion’s shortcomings: its failure to adequately define and distinguish between a design’s functional and expressive features. Not only does the Court’s neglect produce uncertainty for creators, litigants, and judges, the opinion makes it substantially easier for copyright claimants to obtain protection for utilitarian aspects of designs, contrary to copyright statute and policy.

The case involved the application of copyright law’s “useful article” doctrine, which applies to certain “pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works.” The plaintiff, Varsity Brands, claimed copyrights in various designs of stripes, chevrons, and color-blocking that were incorporated into its cheerleading uniforms. Because the uniforms have an “intrinsic utilitarian function,” copyright law treats their designs as “useful articles” and subjects them to an additional hurdle to establish valid rights. By statute, the design of a useful article is copyrightable “only if, and only to the extent that, such design incorporates pictorial, graphic, or
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sculptural features that can be identified separately from, and are capable of existing independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the article.\footnote{17 U.S.C. § 101.}

The useful articles doctrine thus imposes separability criteria on intrinsically functional designs. It asks whether the work exhibits any “pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features” that are separate from its “utilitarian aspects.” Clearly, this is an exercise in sorting.\footnote{See Christopher Buccafusco & Jeanne C. Fromer, Fashion’s Function in Intellectual Property Law, 93 Notre Dame L. Rev. (forthcoming 2017) (concluding, after analyzing copyright statute and policy, that copyright law requires a separate delineation of a design’s “pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features” and “utilitarian aspects” to decide whether a design feature is only expressive, only utilitarian, or both expressive and utilitarian (or dual-nature)).} The statute distinguishes between two classes of design components, and it asks the decisionmaker to decide whether the claimed work demonstrates one set of components (pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features, or, more generally, “expressive” features) that can be identified separately from and exist independently of another set of components (utilitarian aspects).\footnote{Id.}

Most prior appellate court opinions on the useful articles doctrine recognized the nature of this sorting.\footnote{See, e.g., Pivot Point Int’l, Inc. v. Charlene Prods., Inc., 372 F.3d 913, 922 (7th Cir. 2004) (Kanne, J. dissenting) (“[T]he statute requires, on its face, that sculptural features must be separately identified from the utilitarian aspects of the article.”); Brandir Int’l, Inc. v. Cascade Pac. Lumber Co., 834 F.2d 1142, 1145 (2d Cir. 1987) (separating the components, but asking “whether the aesthetic design elements are significantly influenced by functional considerations”); Kieselstein-Cord v. Accessories by Pearl, Inc., 632 F.2d 989, 992 (2d Cir. 1980) (“The 1976 copyright statute does not provide for the copyrighting of useful articles except to the extent that their designs incorporate artistic features that can be identified separately from the functional elements of the articles.”).} The first task for a court is to analyze the claimed design and to sort its components into the correct doctrinal bucket. The second task then requires the court to determine whether any of the components in the first bucket are separable from those in the second bucket.

This is how both the majority and dissent in \textit{Varsity Brands, Inc. v. Star Athletica, LLC} at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit understood the doctrine. Their disagreement was over which components should go in the two buckets. According to the majority opinion, the only utilitarian aspects of the uniforms’ designs were those that contributed to wearability, warmth, and modesty.\footnote{Varsity Brands, Inc. v. Star Athletica, LLC, 799 F.3d 468, 492 (6th Cir. 2015) (noting that “the utilitarian aspects of clothing” include “to cover, protect, and warm the body”).} Because the stripes, chevrons, and color-blocking did not affect these aspects of the uniform, they were expressive features and could be separated from the uniforms’ functional aspects.\footnote{See id. at 493 (“Because we believe that the graphic features of Varsity’s cheerleading uniform designs are more like fabric design than dress design, we hold that they are protectable subject matter under the Copyright Act.”).} To the dissent, however, the stripes, chevrons,
and color-blocking actually contributed to the uniforms’ functionality.\footnote{See Varsity Brands, 799 F.3d at 494-97 (McKeague, J., dissenting).} These aspects of the designs functioned to identify the wearers as cheerleaders.\footnote{See id. at 495 ("The designers' aesthetic considerations merged with functional concerns: ... to identify the wearer as a member of a particular cheerleading squad.").} In addition, the dissent argued that they served a “decorative function,” relying on a series of cases from the Second Circuit that had blocked copyright protection for external features of garment design that enhanced the wearer’s attractiveness.\footnote{Id. (quoting Jovani Fashion, Ltd. v. Fiesta Fashions, 500 Fed. Appx. 42, 44 (2d Cir. 2012)).}

This sorting issue was squarely before the Supreme Court, because it should have had to address it as a statutory prerequisite to the separability question. First, then, the Court should have determined which components of the uniforms' designs copyright law treats as pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features, and which it treats as utilitarian aspects. Justice Thomas’s opinion for the majority seems to conclude that the prerequisite issue is, in fact, a very simple one. He first asks whether the decisionmaker can “spot some two- or three-dimensional element that appears to have pictorial, graphic, or sculptural qualities.”\footnote{Star Athletica LLC v. Varsity Brands, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1002, 1010 (2017).} He describes this requirement as “not onerous,”\footnote{Id. at 1012.} and his application of the test to the uniforms demonstrates as much. He explains: “[O]ne can identify the decorations as features having pictorial, graphic, or sculptural qualities.”\footnote{Id. at 1010.} That’s it. That is his full analysis of this point.

Not onerous, indeed. According to the majority, an element of a design counts as a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural feature if it looks like something. Considering that this is the area of copyright law that applies to pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works, it is impossible that the claimed works would not have some such features.

Next, Justice Thomas’s opinion asks whether the identified pictorial, graphic, or sculptural feature can exist apart from the utilitarian aspects of the article.\footnote{Id.} He explains that the feature “must be able to exist as its own pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work ... once it is imagined apart from the useful article.”\footnote{Id.} Finally, he notes that “[i]f the feature is not capable of existing as a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work once separated from the useful article, then it was not a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural feature of that article, but rather one of its utilitarian aspects.”\footnote{Id.}

We admit to being deeply flummoxed as to what last sentence means. Nonetheless, we will attempt to parse the test the majority imposes. Given that the work contains some pictorial, graphic, or sculptural qualities that
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were spotted in the first step, the second step of the analysis asks whether they could be fixed in some form other than the useful article itself. In effect, the majority’s test for separability amounts to: Could you draw it on a sheet of paper? Here, because the designs for the uniforms could have been, and actually were, reproduced on other (presumably non-useful) media, they were separable from the useful article and, thus, copyrightable.

There are a number of problems with the Court’s approach to separability. We address two of these problems here, both involving the Court’s absolute neglect of the critical issue of functionality.

**Useful What?**

First, the Court is confused about the nature of the separation that is supposed to take place. In its interpretation of the “ordinary, contemporary, common meaning” of the statute, the Court asks whether the spotted pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features can be “imagined apart from the useful article.” But this is not what the statute says. The law asks whether the work’s pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features can be separated from “the utilitarian aspects of the article.” The difference may seem slight, but it is far from trivial.

The Court’s misreading of the statute rendered the test substantially easier for plaintiffs to pass. Rather than distinguish between and separate the uniform design’s pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features from its utilitarian aspects, the Court only asked whether the pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features were distinct and separate from the uniform itself. This mistake allowed Varsity Brands to claim the stripes, chevrons, and color-blocking because, once they were imaginatively removed from the uniform, a uniform could still exist. That is a different exercise from asking whether the uniform’s pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features could be separated from its utilitarian aspects.

Had the Court read the statute plainly, as it purported to do, it would have had to determine which components of the design it should treat as utilitarian.
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aspects and which it should treat as pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features, something it never considered under the test it conceived. As the majority and dissenting opinions at the Sixth Circuit had, the Supreme Court’s opinion would have had to take a stand on which components of the design should be treated as pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features and which as utilitarian aspects. We do not know what the Court would have done, though its opinion mentions the argument that we raised in our amicus brief and in a separate law review article that components of a design that “enhanc[e] the wearer’s physical appearance” are functional.25 Ultimately, the Court gave designers, litigants, and lower courts no guidance on which components of designs to treat as utilitarian aspects.26

Strikingly, the Court that expressly committed itself to rule “solely [based on] statutory interpretation” and to “look to the provisions of the whole law to determine [the statute’s] meaning,”27 nonetheless failed to discuss or rely on the copyright statute’s definition in § 101 of a “useful article.” The statutory definition provides the most pertinent explanation of what the Act considers to be a utilitarian aspect, as contrasted with a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural feature: something is utilitarian in this context when it exists “not merely to portray the appearance of the article or to convey information.”28 This statutory provision suggests that “utilitarian” should be given a broad interpretation and incorporate any aspects of a design that do more than merely portray appearances or convey information.29 Only when components of an article are purely expressive should they be treated as pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features rather than utilitarian aspects. We think this statutory provision plainly manifests Congress’s desire to limit copyright protection in useful articles, channeling possible protection of their large set of utilitarian features to patent law instead.30

Furthermore, the Court’s misreading of the copyright statute lowers copyright’s functionality bar, because it allows designers to claim protection for design components that are simultaneously functional and expressive. We have referred to these components as “dual-nature” components, and Congress adopted the useful articles doctrine precisely to avoid protecting them through


26 Reading the Court’s opinion charitably, perhaps the Court silently and implicitly decided that the useful article was a cheerleading uniform, rather than a cheerleading uniform that flatters and accentuates the wearer’s shape. On the former understanding, one might be able to equate separation of the pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features from the useful article as a whole to the correct statutory reading. That all said, we assume the Court probably did not intend such an understanding, because it likely would have felt compelled to articulate this analysis expressly.
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copyright law. Because the Court was concerned only with separating pictorial, graphic, or sculptural features from the useful article and not from its utilitarian aspects, the Court determined that such features were separable even though imaginatively removing them impaired the article’s functionality. As we argue elsewhere, this conclusion makes no sense in light of the statute. The Copyright Act explains that copyright protection for a useful article extends only “to the extent” of the separable expressive, yet also non-functional, features of the design. Thus, while the separable expressive features may receive protection, copyright should never cover the utilitarian aspects of the design. As a matter of logic, the Copyright Act cannot both protect the expressive features of the uniforms and preserve from protection their functional aspects when those expressive features and functional aspects are one and the same.

**Fixation and Functionality**

The second perplexing and troublesome component of the Court’s treatment of copyright separability is its “Can you draw it?” test. The intuitions behind Justice Thomas’s approach make some sense. The designs at issue were first fixed in or on cheerleading uniforms. If, instead, they had first been fixed on canvas or paper, they would be presumptively copyrightable—if original—because Justice Thomas assumes that they would not, then, be functional. This approach treats the designs equivalently, regardless of their (arbitrary) initial fixation. If they could be fixed non-usefully on paper or canvas, then the mere fact that they were first fixed on or in useful articles should be irrelevant.

These intuitions, however, rapidly disintegrate upon inspection. Consider first the notion that fixing the designs on paper would make them non-useful. While it seems like a drawing of a pair of shoes is not useful in the way that a pair of shoes is, to use an example from Justice Breyer’s dissent, this isn’t necessarily true for all drawings. In fact, the majority opinion had already rejected the claim put forward by Varsity Brands and by Justice Ginsburg’s
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concurring opinion that two-dimensional works are inherently separable because they are always non-useful. The Copyright Act clearly anticipates that both two- and three-dimensional works can be useful articles. Justice Thomas's majority opinion even said as much. Indeed, as we argue elsewhere, a camouflage pattern, for example, has an intrinsic utilitarian function even though it is reproduced in only two dimensions. Thus, the Court's use of two-dimensional reproduction as a proxy for the separability of non-useful features makes little sense.

Furthermore, the Court's attempt to treat functionality as indifferent to the medium of fixation fails to provide consistently satisfactory results. Whether a design feature is functional may, in fact, turn on the medium of its fixation, but not in the way the Court thinks it does. Van Gogh's painting of a pair of shoes is not functional and is not a useful article in the way that an actual pair of shoes would be. But, as we have shown, just because something is fixed in two dimensions rather than three does not necessarily mean that it isn't functional. In fact, just because something is fixed in three dimensions doesn't mean that it is functional. The design for an airplane as fixed in life-sized flyable steel and fiberglass is unprotectable by copyright law, but the same design for a toy airplane is protectable and may even be treated as a useful article. Similarly, the design for a baseball bat, fixed in a thirty-four-inch piece of ash, has very different functionality from the same design fixed in a six-inch piece of foam or 101 feet of metal.

Consider, now, the stripes, chevrons, and color-blocking in Varsity Brands' designs. To the Court, the fact that the designs could be—and had been—applied to objects other than cheerleading uniforms is strong evidence that they would "qualify as 'two-dimensional... works of... art.'" Because these features could be reproduced on canvas or on a lunchbox, they must not have contributed to the uniforms' functionality. As our analysis shows, however, this is not necessarily true. Sometimes reproducing the same design in different media fundamentally alters its utility. The arrangement of shapes and colors in Varsity Brands' designs may continue to have the same direct visual appeal whether reproduced on
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cheerleading uniforms, sweaters, or posters. But they are likely to function differently in each of these cases. The precise arrangement of shapes and colors in particular locations on the uniforms affects the way the wearer is perceived.\textsuperscript{44} The same effect would not happen when the shapes and colors are printed on a poster and hung on a wall. As in the airplane example, so too here the designer might be able to obtain a valid copyright in the nonfunctional poster, but that copyright would not extend to the use of the design in a functional way on uniforms or other garments.

Ultimately, the medium in which design features are fixed affects their functionality and thus their copyrightability. A court should not conclude that just because a design is non-functional in one medium it is necessarily non-functional in all media. Instead, the court should examine the use of the design in the claimed medium and decide whether or not it is functional. Copyright protection should extend only to reproductions of the design in media where it does not have a function.\textsuperscript{45} The Supreme Court never grappled with this issue, and its failure to do so produced an erroneous outcome.

The Supreme Court did not address the essential issues of functionality in \textit{Star Athletica}, impairing its statutory analysis and ultimately its decision. We hope future courts consider this failure to construe copyright law's treatment of functionality as leaving open questions that they can address to complete and correct the Supreme Court's analysis.
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